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ABSTRACT

Objective To describe maternity nurses’ perspectives on how they contribute to safety during labour and birth at two urban academic medical centres in the United States.

Design Grounded theory: data were collected using semistructured, open-ended interviews and participant observations with registered nurses (RNs) in two inpatient maternity settings. Data were analysed simultaneously using constant comparison, and dimensional and situational analysis.

Participants Purposive sample of 12 RNs working in the two maternity units.

Findings Safety was broadly conceptualised by RNs as protecting the physical, psychological and emotional wellbeing of a woman and her family. During labour and birth, safety was maintained by RNs through “skilful anticipation” of situational potential. This required integration of medical and technical knowledge and skill with intimate knowledge of the woman and the operational context of care to achieve accurate situation awareness and appropriate future planning. Conditions and processes promoting skilful anticipation included being prepared, knowing, and envisioning the whole picture.

Conclusions In the two settings, maternity RNs made active contributions to safe birth in the context of constrained resources through preparing the environment, anticipating potential problems and trapping errors before they reached the patient. The contributions of maternity nurses to team situation awareness and to creating safety need to be appreciated and administratively supported. Continued research with RNs may reveal previously unrecognised opportunities for safety improvements.

Rochlin1 and others2 proposed that a narrow focus on systems risk reduction interferes with maintaining safe operations by obscuring ongoing individual and collective actions that detect and correct emerging safety threats. Rochlin’s analysis suggests that high reliability is achieved through an emergent social construct of collective agency for safety, and that supporting this collective behaviour is essential. Knox3 and Henneman4 similarly conceptualised patient safety as a dynamic process of healthcare providers creating safety by identifying and deflecting potential threats to patients. Opportunities for increasing safety may be irretrievably lost when we focus primarily on the incidence and mechanisms of error at the expense of focussing on clinicians’ safety-creating actions.5

Consideration of safety as an active front-line process suggests the need to understand clinicians’ experiences of how patient safety is both created and challenged in healthcare settings.5 This is particularly important in maternity care, in which severe adverse events are believed to be substantially preventable6–10 yet the infrequency of catastrophic outcomes creates considerable space for normalisation of deviance.11 12

Breakthroughs in aviation safety were based in part on understanding challenges to performance from the pilots’ perspective.13 Few studies have explored healthcare providers’ perspectives on how they maintain safe operations. Even fewer have focused on nurses. The purpose of this article is to describe maternity nurses’ perspectives on how they contribute to safety during labour and birth. These findings are from a larger exploratory descriptive study of facilitators and barriers to interdisciplinary teamwork and effective communication in two inpatient maternity settings in the western USA.14

DESIGN AND METHODS

Grounded theory, a qualitative method for studying social processes,15–17 was chosen for this study given the conceptualisation of safety as a social construct and the interest in uncovering participants’ experiences of working to promote safety. Data were collected between September 2005 and January 2007 using individual semistructured, open-ended interviews and participant observation with a purposive sample of 12 maternity registered nurses (RNs) from two teaching hospitals. Interviews lasted 60 to 90 min. They were recorded, transcribed verbatim and crosschecked for accuracy.20 Forty-four hours of observations with RNs were conducted across day, night and weekend shifts by shadowing participants conducting their clinical duties. Other staff and the patients receiving care gave verbal consent for observations. Field notes were taken during observations and transcribed as soon as possible thereafter.21 This report focuses on the perspective of the 12 RN participants; however, physicians and certified nurse midwives were also sampled to obtain a broader perspective on team function, interdisciplinary communication and collective practice.14

Participants were selected for clinical experience and likelihood of being able to respond to the study questions. Five RNs participated through interviews only. Seven RNs participated in both interviews and observations. Observations balanced the retrospective nature of interviews by capturing real-time data about communication patterns, work conditions and teamwork. The interview guide and observation protocol are presented in table 1.

Participating institutions gave ethics committee approval. Participants were recruited at staff meetings and by peer nomination, gave informed consent and were fully debriefed after data collection. The interview guide and observation protocol are presented in table 1.
Table 1  Interview guide and observation protocol

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview-guide-selected questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“What does “keeping patients safe” mean to you?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Tell me about a time when something was going wrong for a patient and you needed to do something about it.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Tell me about a time when you felt care was unsafe.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“What do you think makes a nurse really good at managing complicated patients or rapidly changing patient status?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“What do you think makes complicated situations easier or harder to manage?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Have you ever been in a situation where you knew something was wrong but were hesitant or afraid to speak up or do something about it? Tell me about that.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“What do you think makes a nurse really good at getting their message across to the team?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“What haven’t I asked you about that I should have?”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participant observation protocol
Enrolled RNs were asked at the close of interviews if they were willing to host an observation.
Observations lasted 2 to 8 h. Most observations sessions lasted 4 h.
Investigator shadowed the RN performing clinical duties:
- Investigator asked participants to “think out loud” and to explain actions, so as to avoid making assumptions about the meaning of events. Probes such as “Tell me about why this piece of equipment is important” or “What will happen if this is not done?” were used to uncover taken-for-granted meanings of RNs’ actions.
- Focus of observations was safety-promoting and safety-challenging actions, interactions and environmental conditions.
- Investigator gave limited non-technical assistance to RNs such as obtaining supplies, providing comfort measures to labouring women and changing linens.
Field notes were taken openly throughout the observation sessions.

RESULTS
RNs in this study conceptualised safety broadly: a woman was kept safe when she experienced coming through the birth process intact physically, emotionally and psychologically. This did not necessarily mean that the woman’s birth met all her expectations. It meant that a woman had the information and time needed to make her own decisions, her physical and emotional needs were met, and she and her family members were treated with respect and consideration. The dimension “skilful anticipation” was the action process with the greatest power to explain the RNs’ perspective on their work to prevent harm and promote “coming through the experience intact”.

Skilful anticipation
Skilful anticipation describes the active, accurate consideration of the potential embedded in clinical situations: it includes accurate situation awareness and appropriate future planning. Skilful anticipation required integration of experience, medical and technical know-how, and knowledge of both the individual woman and the operational context of her care. It involved both grasping the current situation and active consideration of (1) what may evolve in the future under this particular set of clinical conditions? (2) What is necessary to prepare for the situational possibilities and support the desired physiologic, psychological and emotional outcomes for this family’s birth process? Participants used being prepared, knowing, and envisioning the whole picture (figure 1) to develop a projected future state for women that allowed them to anticipate needs and predict outcomes of care.

Skilful anticipation allowed nurses to prepare independently for patient safety: RNs frequently described and demonstrated being prepared for action before other clinicians recognised or communicated the urgency of a situation. They also described persisting with essential preparations when they perceived an urgent need for intervention and their judgement was initially discounted but ultimately validated.
I alerted the doctors, who kind of pooh-poohed me and didn’t come in there as fast as I wanted them to... I just threw in an IV and drew the blood and got her ready. I just did everything I knew needed to be preliminary before we could even get into the OR [for caesarean birth] (RN, discussing a case resulting in emergent caesarean birth).

Conditions promoting skilful anticipation

Being prepared: preparing self and preparing the environment

Both mental and physical preparedness were required to maintain a state of readiness for birth. Most nurses described specific strategies for maintaining mental sharpness, including getting enough sleep, taking breaks in specific locations and minimising distractions. Some denied being affected by stressors such as fatigue, reporting that adrenaline kicks in to keep them sharp when needed.

Birth is a natural process that usually occurs without need for specific intervention. However, catastrophic complications requiring rapid intervention are possible. Preparing the environment entailed arranging the room for action and readying safety supplies. This meant ensuring that equipment was immediately at hand and the bed could quickly be removed to transport the woman to the operating room: untangling monitor cables, IV lines and phone cords; moving furniture to maintain a clear path to the door; and assessing the position of family members to simultaneously support their participation and keep pathways clear. RNs check all emergency equipment in detail to ensure correct functioning. Attention to baseline preparation required integration of technical knowledge of equipment with medical knowledge of birth and potential complications to understand the purpose of the equipment, how it would be used and the consequences of improper set-up. This field note typifies the RNs I observed caring for labouring women:

[Field note] She checks [the mother’s] ambu bag and shows me how the holes on the valve are set too far open for fast inflation. She adjusts the bag to fill quickly so “you’re not wondering what’s going on and fiddling with it when you need to use it”. She checks the suction regulator, setting the continuous suction to 100 mm Hg so it will be ready for suctioning meconium from baby’s airway. She reviews the delivery table set-up. She checks the baby warmer... rearranges [jumbled] supplies in the drawer, sorting ET [endotracheal] tubes by size most often used to the front. She removes extraneous supplies... checks laryngoscope blades. The long blade does not work, there is no bulb. She replaces the blade... She checks the baby’s ambu bag and suction... setting valves so bag inflates quickly and has a cpap [continuous positive airway pressure] setting of 5... She checks that tanks have oxygen... checks emergency medication supply.

These “routine” tasks frequently trap errors. In each of the five times I observed RNs checking a baby warmer, there was a mistake in some part of the set-up, usually the ambu bag. Maternal ambu bag set-ups were faulty during two observations. This produced a sense of urgency about checking equipment immediately for each patient:

Time is of the essence when you’re doing an emergency resuscitation for baby or mother... one of the worst things is going into a situation fast and not having enough time to make sure those things are in place... and you’re grabbing for the bag and it’s not hooked up (RN).

In most cases, this urgency about being prepared was safety promoting: it sets the tone for methodical, advance preparations promoting smooth team function at birth. However, at times, the urgency to prepare, coupled with lack of confidence in the systems supporting that preparation, results in an obsessive focus on organising equipment. In a least one case, failure to follow-up on critical laboratory results appeared causally related to the intensity of the nurse’s focus on preparation. This incident was aggravated by a heavy patient assignment and distraction by missing supplies and broken equipment.

Knowing

Skilful anticipation was enhanced when RNs had time to gain a complete understanding of the woman’s situation. Knowing...
the patient was a function of information (knowledge of the patient’s history and plan), temporality (time spent with the patient to obtain knowledge of her responses) and assessing family dynamics. Knowing the patient laid the groundwork for addressing potential problems by allowing RNs to anticipate complications with labour, birth, postpartum, breastfeeding or family. Most importantly, time at the bedside promoted successful rescue from complications. When RNs were able to engage in direct continuous surveillance, they identified subtle changes in condition and mobilised the team to respond to emergent issues such as a high epidural block and an unusual medication reaction.

For these nurses, knowing the patient meant understanding the whole of the plan, not mechanically executing ordered care:

Making sure I’m aware of who’s seeing her [each patient], what orders are being written about her, what’s being asked of me, what everything means as far as orders and plans, and keeping communication open (RN).

RNs were keenly aware that MDs and CNMs looked to them to be very familiar with a woman’s immediate situation in labour and to provide up-to-date information. To know the patient well, RNs needed quality hand-off reports, time to review the history and the chart, and time to spend at the bedside. Time was almost universally constrained, requiring integration of preparations with getting acquainted with a woman and her family. RNs were adept at this integration, but high acuities, high census, and problems with equipment, supplies or medication could disrupt safety by disrupting this process.

Knowing the colleague

Familiarity with specific clinicians and variations in levels of expertise were important to all participants. RNs gained insight about what to expect from understanding individual practice styles and used this to project how others might manage specific situations. RNs varied their communications and their acceptance of specific plans based on their perceptions of an MD’s or a CNM’s skills, collegiality and experience. RNs were very directive with inexperienced clinicians, especially at birth and in urgent situations:

[Field note] The intern comes to recheck the patient. She is unsure whether she feels cervix or [umbilical] cord and asks the nurse to get the chief. [The nurse] reminds the intern to keep her hand in the vagina and put pressure on the foetal head. She calls out on the intercom, requesting both the chief and attending come to the room. She immediately checks the bed for tangles and lines [thinking about getting the patient out of the room in a hurry].

Envisioning the whole picture

The key process enabling skilful anticipation to occur was envisioning the whole picture. One RN remarked, “It’s like, switching gears from just doing what’s in front of your nose, and seeing that what’s in front of your nose has wings. And you have to anticipate, prepare and follow through on a bigger thing going on”. This was easier when RNs had resources and time to prepare the environment and get to know the patient. A collegial relationship with the MD or CNM also enhanced information flow and contributed to anticipating situational potential. Envisioning the whole picture was not always dependent on knowing the patient or situation, “I could tell by just looking on the floor, even though I didn’t have the full picture of what was going on. This was an excessive amount of blood she’d lost”. However, it was enhanced when time and information were available. It was facilitated by awareness of the operational context of care, meaning the RN’s understanding of the whole of what was happening on the unit, especially under the common circumstances of competing demands and limited staff.

Although RNs were skilled at obtaining resources and expertise to address problems, they were clear that at times, keeping patients safe meant new activities could not be initiated due to resource constraints. In both interview and observational data, RNs demonstrated a heightened awareness relative to MDs regarding the operational and surveillance demands of patient care.

So I said, “The person will be admitted, but she cannot have miso [proston] or Pitocin. [uterotonic agents for induction of labour] [The doctor] was shocked because [to the doctor they are] just giving some medication. I’m thinking, “No, there has to be a nurse to watch that [foetal heart monitor] strip and make sure that baby is handling whatever’s going on in response to mama receiving the miso, plus mama”. And that would be me. And that is not safe. It’s not safe to have me [doing three jobs] at the desk as charge, in triage, and watching somebody who just got miso. So no, we’re not doing it (RN).

DISCUSSION

This study aims to describe maternity nurses’ perspectives on their contributions to safety during labour and birth. Skilful anticipation emerged as the central action process RNs use to actively promote safe birth. They demonstrated using being prepared, knowing, and envisioning the whole picture to prepare the environment, anticipate problems and trap errors in the context of multiple problems with basic resources for staffing, supplies and equipment. Knowledge of individual women and the operational context of care were needed for skilful anticipation of physical, psychological and emotional safety needs. Even “checking equipment” used critical medical and technical knowledge to anticipate and mitigate potential safety threats, and contributed to situation awareness. These behaviours illustrate some of the RNs’ contributions to maintaining safety and team situation awareness. They are consistent with descriptions of RN engagement in error trapping, surveillance and serving as a “firewall and protector” in the critical care and emergency departments.24 25 30 They support the concepts of safety as an active process and of the healthcare provider’s role in creating safety through scanning for, detecting and correcting potential sources of harm.

The limitations of the study include small sample size, selection bias, recall bias and attribution error. The study was conducted with 12 nurses and cannot be construed as representative of maternity nurses in general. Non-participants may have different conceptualisations of the meaning of safe care and their role(s) in providing it. Interview data are subject to recall bias. Clinicians’ knowledge of case outcomes influences perceptions of contributing factors:26 clinicians are more likely to attribute successes to their own disposition while attributing failures to situational factors.27 Most participants frankly discussed their own mistakes and clinical mishaps, diminishing concern for social desirability bias. The investigator’s maternity nursing background also may have biased analysis. Mitigation strategies included journaling, exposing taken-for-granted meanings and testing experiential data against grounded field data.14 17 28

The behaviours and constraints described in this study may not be unique to maternity care or to RNs. The study highlights some of the complexity involved in maintaining situation
awareness in inpatient settings and suggests the need to spend more time studying action on the front line where safety is ultimately threatened or maintained. Institutional support in the form of time and functional equipment are essential for clinicians to engage in safety-promoting behaviours consistently and effectively. Effective support requires valuing contributions to safety from all clinicians and attending to practice infrastructure. Instituting systematic interdisciplinary updates throughout each shift could help all maternity providers maintain awareness of the operational context and availability of resources on the unit. Before making resource allocation decisions, upper-level managers could combine executive walk rounds and shadowing to conduct “executive work rounds”, where directors work side by side with clinicians to gather first-hand evidence of vulnerabilities, strengths and threats to resilience at unit and system levels.

Interdisciplinary research is needed to better understand how nurses and other clinicians contribute to patient safety, and to link these contributions to safety outcomes. Research on frontline safety perspectives may reveal unrecognised opportunities for safety improvements, identify how to support collective safety behaviours without creating new gaps in communication and teamwork, and point to ways that behaviours and systems thought to be safety promoting can present threats to safety when they alter team behaviours or suppress reporting.
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